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TZ Series Carpet Tile Pattern File Vol.�

OFFICE：Floor pattern for meeting room
We'd like to focus on office design and share a few floor plans featuring our TZ series.

Vol.� Meeting room
What people expect from offices is certainly undergoing a period of change following the COVID-��

pandemic and work style renovations. In this article, we propose floor patterns focusing onmeeting

rooms.

In today's working environment, remote work is becoming increasingly prevalent, making face-to-face

meetings and the opportunity to meet people more valuable than in previous periods. While online

meetings have become the norm, meeting rooms are not restricted to only face-to-face communication.

The meeting room needs to provide a creative setting for valuable face-to-face discussions, offering a

space where people can focus without undue tension. On the other hand, while online meetings have the

advantage of convenience, it is equally important for the virtual space to be suitable for business.

Considering the current trends surrounding meeting rooms, we are introducing floor patterns

specifically tailored to meeting rooms that align well with the characteristics of our TZ series.

*Pattern diagrams are for reference only. The scale and appearance may vary depending on the space, so

please be sure to check the actual samples when considering the adoption of the carpet.

*Please check the direction of carpet application on each pattern drawing.



FILE�� Concept：Fusion

Keyword: #sophisticated #diagonal #line

Product: TAPIS TRIOS TZ��-���∕682∕683∕684

TAPIS TRIOS features a triangular motif to create an expansive and dynamic atmosphere in the space.

The grayish gradation of the tiles imparts a sense of quality, while the diagonal yellow line adds variation

to the environment.



FILE�� Concept：Monotone

Keyword: #gradation

Product: TAPIS PLAYFUL DIGI TZ��-���∕602∕603∕604∕605

TAPIS PLAYFUL DIGI, which embodies the fusion of nature and digital technology, is a product that can

evoke a creative image even when applied in a single color with a monolithic installation. The floor

pattern proposes a high-quality design featuring a gray gradation with beige accents.



FILE�� Concept：Flexible

Keywords: #casual #trend #stimulation

Products: TAPIS DISTORTION TZ��-���∕542∕544 TAPIS CARREAUCA 439-4407

TAPIS DISTORTION, which combines a casual image with an urban sensibility, is the main feature of the

design, while the straight lines of TAPIS CARREAUCA contribute to giving the space a tidy impression.



Floor materials introduced in this article.

Carpet Tile
TAPIS TRIOS

TZ10-681 , TZ10-682 , TZ10-683 ,
TZ10-684

Carpet Tile
TAPIS PLAYFUL DIGI

TZ06-601 , TZ06-602 , TZ06-603 ,
TZ06-604 , TZ06-605

Carpet Tile
TAPIS DISTORTION

TZ03-541 , TZ03-542 , TZ03-544

Carpet Tile
TAPIS CARREAUCA

439-4407

https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_trios/tapis_trios/index.html
https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_playful_digi/tapis_playful_digi/index.html
https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_distortion/tapis_distortion/index.html
https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_carreauca/tapis_carreauca/index.html



